Vendor Questions
Document Scanning RFP
Distributed 11-18-22
1. You mentioned that the Village of Shorewood will identify pages to be scanned in color.
Approximately what percentage of the project will be in color?
a. Less than 5% of our department files would need to be scanned in color.
2. Also, what are the requirements to produce an image in color (photos, maps, graphs,
highlighting, etc.)?
a. If the original plan, photo, map, etc. is a full color document, it should be scanned in
color. “Blueprints” can be scanned in black and white. If it is a permit form is on
colored paper, which it may often be, then no need to scan that in color.
3. In Phase II, you mentioned “cubbies” of rolled plans. Approximately how many pages of those
plans are there in each cubbie?
a. There are 68 cubbies in the basement. Each of them has approximately 175 pages of
24x36 plans in them. In total, that’s approximately 12,000 pages.
4. What kind of timeframe are you looking for to get this project completed? I know you asked us
to let you know how long it will take us, but we can do it a few different ways. For example, we
could get this entire project done in 2 months, but the price would be higher because we’d need
to put some other projects on hold, use more of our staff, and increment overtime hours for our
staff, which would result in a much higher price for you. The other extreme is if you’re not in
any hurry, we can use this project as filler work and get you an extremely low price. Most
projects end up somewhere in the middle, but I wanted to ask you for your preference.
a. The project needs to be completed in 2023. We are flexible and willing to consider
various approaches to the work.
5. Is there a time I can swing up to you and get a first-hand look at the project materials? Your
descriptions were very well done, but usually a look at the documents helps us out greatly.
a. Sure. Tuesday, November 22 at 11 a.m. or Wednesday, November 23 at 11 a.m. work.
6. For the proposal pricing, do you want a constant per-page price for the entire project, or would
you like it split up by phase?
a. Split by Phase I and Phase II
7. Regarding the leather-bound books (1-70), it appears these books are bound. Will you be
expecting non-destructive scanning of these books, or will you be permitting the vendor to
convert each bound book into separate sheets for pass through scanning?
a. We expect non-destructive scanning of these books.
8. Books 52-70 appear to have a metal strip binding. Is this strip removable, allowing the vendor
to process the contents through pass-through scanning? Yes
9. Books 71-100: will the village require the documents from each binder be returned to each
three-ring binder upon completion of the scan, or will you permit the vendor to repack the hardcopy content into file cartons for return to the village?
a. Yes, please return the documents to the three-ring binders upon completion of the
scan.
10. Is the naming convention for the meeting minutes (Phase 1) interpreted in Attachment A—will
the village expect the 230 pages from Book 1 be one PDF titled “1901-April 1903 Minutes”?
a. Naming convention will be determined with the vendor; however, we anticipate a
simple convention (possible example: VBmin01011901).
11. Regarding building plans: what is the size of the file cabinet drawers that you reference in
Attachment A? 35 drawers (office) are 32” x 16” and 38 drawers (basement) are 26” x 16”. Are
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the file cabinets linear (front to back filing) or lateral (left to right filing)? If lateral, how wide are
the file cabinet drawers? See photos.
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12. Regarding the 38 file drawers in the basement of the village, how many wide-format (larger than
11x17”) documents would be found per file? A majority of those files are oversized. See photos.
13. Regarding the 32 miscellaneous drawers of files, can the vendor expect to find wide-format
documents in these files? Yes.
14. Regarding the 3,850 parcels, how many pages per parcel are estimated (if it is helpful, you may
help us by providing the estimate in linear inches). Files are currently located in three separate
areas and include a range of residential, commercial and institutional properties, so it is not
possible to provide an estimate per parcel. See the above description of the drawers and
photos for reference.
15. In considering the digital delivery of records to the village, would the village consider delivery via
File Transfer Protocol directly from the vendor’s scan center to the village’s secure server
(assuming the vendor can provide encrypted delivery of content over Virtual Private Network)?
a. Yes
16. Will the village expect, as part of the RFP for this work, the vendor to include initial packaging of
open files into sturdy file boxes prior to transport to the vendor’s scan center?
a. The Village will package the documents. The Village is amenable to transport if local;
however, the vendor should propose a cost for transport.
17. Would there be an opportunity for vendors to physically review the current storage area for
documents at the village, as an alternative to receiving answers to the questions presented to
the village, further allowing the vendor to refine their proposals?
a. Sure. Tuesday, November 22 at 11 a.m. or Wednesday, November 23 at 11 a.m. work.
18. Will the customer box the documents or are we expected to bring boxes and box the
documents?
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a. The Village is open to packaging the files.
19. Are we allowed to pick up all documents in one trip?
a. Yes
20. Are we allowed to remove the binding of the book?
a. No
21. Are we expected to return the documents, or should we shred the documents?
a. All document should be returned in the condition received.
22. Are we expected to scan the documents at 300 dpi?
a. Yes
23. How many documents are in handwritten format?
a. See Attachment A of the RFP.
24. Are you looking for a local vendor?
a. There is no preference.
25. Is this a new requirement? If not, can you please provide the name of the vendor, the current
contract value and eligibility criteria to re-compete?
a. This is a new project and vendor engagement.
26. What is the level of preparation required? (Removal of fasteners, staples, post-it’s, etc.)
a. There are staples in the building plans and permitting documents. Staples do not need
to be reinstalled.
27. Do we need to provide the digitized documents in specific folder structure?
a. Yes, to be agreed upon by the Village and the vendor.
28. Do we need to apply any naming convention to files?
a. Yes, to be agreed upon by the Village and the vendor.
29. What are the indexing criteria? (How many fields do we need to index for each file?)
a. To be agreed upon by the Village and the vendor.
30. Can you please provide us a pricing format to enable us to give you pricing as per your
requirement? or shall we prepare it ourselves?
a. Please prepare the pricing format yourself.
31. Are you using any document management system? if yes, please share the name of the
software.
a. The Village Board meeting minutes, ordinances and resolutions will be placed into
eCode.
b. At this time, we have not yet determined where the building files and plans will be
digitally stored.
32. For your plans, are you looking for a specific estimated?
a. The Village desires a proposal that identified costs for our project (Phase I and Phase II),
acknowledging that we don't have a firm number count on the size and number of all
documents.
33. Is there an estimate or inventory of the number of documents in each phase?
a. See Attachment A on pg. 7 of the RFP.
34. What are the physical sizes of documents for each phase?
a. See Attachment A on pg. 7 of the RFP.
35. Are there any hand written notes or post it notes on the documents that scan technicians need
to be aware of and how are the post-it notes to be handled?
a. Generally, no.
36. When duplex scan is necessary is a single pdf file or 2 separate pdf files preferred?
a. Single pdf file
37. Can it be estimated of the documents in each phase what percentage is bound?
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a. See Attachment A on pg. 7 of the RFP.
38. Time frame for completion of phase 1 and then phase 2?
a. 2023
39. Can we get pictures of the items you are wanting scanned. 1 or two of each category. I would
ask if we can get a picture of the books opened and closed with a ruler so we can see how thick
they are.
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40. Can all the materials be taken apart?
a. No. Manually bound Village Board minutes books may not be taken apart.
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41. What size are the parcels? A picture of those would help us as well.
a. Property parcels are all various sized. This refers to the physical properties located
within the Village that have corresponding property files with building plans and permit
information.
42. How will you want the PDF's? In Single or 1 continuous PDF per file?
a. Single files
43. When you state “Vendor will work with the Village to develop a naming configuration and
associated indexing fields,” Will a naming convention come with each project as it's being before
each project begins to scan?
a. We want to seek the advisement of the vendor on how to be provide a naming
configuration for the documents. Yes, we will decide with the vendor on the naming
configuration prior to Phase I and Phase II of the project.
44. For the prep of the document can tape be used for corners of large documents if they are
curled?
a. Yes
45. Does the village require the bound books to remain bound? IS the ultimate goal to keep in
original condition?
a. Bound books to remain bound.
46. Can you share the overall condition of the both the permit and oversize plans pages?
a. Generally permits are in good shape. Condition of original oversize plans varies, but
fairly good condition.
47. Can you please detail the importance of sharing 3,850 parcels with improvements in the Village?
Does that correlate to number of documents in some manner?
a. To provide an indication of how many property files the Village has to be scanned.
48. Regarding the Volume/Contents/Estimated Pages grid in the document. Is this the
file/document level inventory mentioned? Is this the exact index requirement Village Hall
prefers the digital PDF to be named by? (In ex: Volume and Contents description?
a. This is not the exact index requirements. The index requirements will be determined in
consultation with the vendor and consideration of the vendor’s recommendations.
49. Re: the suggestion of item inventory prior to vendor pickup, do you intend to create this
inventory at the document level (as shown with the books in the RFP) for the drawings and
building permits? If so, would the document level inventory contain any suggested indexing?
(we are keeping in mind the note re: working with your vendor to establish index requirements).
a. The Village will create the document inventory prior to vendor pickup. Naming
configuration will also be agreed to with the vendor prior to pick up.
50. Are all the meeting minutes, ordinances, and resolution files within the same location at the
town hall for pick up?
a. Yes
51. With regard to the basement files is there an elevator available (for our team to use for pick up)
a. Yes
52. With regard to the “cubbied material” and oversized items, are they ok to fold or roll up to put
into a box or do they need to remain flat?
a. Yes, ok to fold or roll up. Many are in this configuration already.
53. Are all documents required to per processed within the State of Wisconsin, or can they be
transported out of state?
a. They maybe transported out of state.
54. Will all documents for Phase 1 be available to pickup at one time? Or are several trips required?
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a. Documents may be picked up in one trip.
55. Scanning is requested as Black & White… but mentions Color Copies as well. Would an
AutoColor scanning setup be acceptable to make it easier, whereby any color documents are
captured in color, and the black & white documents are captured in black & white?
a. Yes, autocolor is acceptable.
56. Is 200/240 DPI an acceptable resolution, or is 300 dpi or higher required? Please be specific to
the requirements of the project for pricing & timing estimates.
a. 300 dpi or higher
57. Item #1 under the Indexing requirements states “Vendor will work with the Village to develop a
naming configuration and associated indexing fields.” How would you like us to price out the
indexing charges if it has not yet been determined how the indexing is to be structured?
Typically we would need to know the # Index Fields per File that is required.
a. Our desire is to determine an efficient configuration in consultation with the vendors
knowledge of what works best.
58. Are the paper pages within the older Minutes manuals very thin, allowing “bleed-through” of
the content on the back or following page to show though?
a. The pages do not appear to bleed-through.
59. Is Incremental Delivery and Invoicing permitted during production?
a. No, we would like to verify accuracy and completeness of the project prior to payment.
60. Can this information be indexed by our employees outside the U.S.? or is it domestic only?
a. Either.
61. If the Village is going to use Laserfiche, is it acceptable to deliver a Load File for the village to
import the content into their system, or is the winning vendor expected to upload the content
into Laserfiche for the village directly?
a. If Laserfiche is utilized (has not yet been determined), providing a load file for the Village
to import is acceptable meeting the requirements of Laserfiche.
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